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Preface

Here’s an old Wildcat text, and the little covering note added when it was posted to ints-

discnet last year. (It created quite a stir.) This text was written by a Wildcat member for a

conference held in London in 1988. It was criticised quite heavily, not least by other Wild-

cat members, in par ticular for its attacks on Marx’s method. Nonetheless, the basic argu-

ment, that the theories of imperialism are not useful to communist and should be aban-

doned, expressed a ‘commonly’ held position.

Introduction

This essay suffers from the usual problems caused by Wildcat’s lack of resources. There

are some missing components, and it needs some editing. In spite of these, it is an im-

por tant contr ibution to the necessary theoretical wor k of the communist movement. It

was originally intended as a discussion of the problem of imperialism. However as the

essay explains, in the course of writing it I became convinced that imperialism is a red

herr ing. Instead it discusses the real issue, Nations and Nationalism. In passing it

glosses over other important issues such as decadence and the Marxist Method. The

pur pose of this essay and the meeting it was written for is to contribute to a discussion

about an international Platfor m to for m the theoretical basis of a regroupment of revolu-

tionar ies with the aim of assisting the centralisation of the international class struggle.

Marx and Engels

Marx and Engels had little to say on the subject of imperialism. Their remar ks on colo-

nialism and foreign trade, par ticularly the section on counter-tendencies to the tendency

of the falling rate of profit, in Capital 31 have been well explained by their epigones, and

used to give author ity to their own investigations. Their 20th century successors have

been in a better position to shed light on the developments which led to August 1914, so I

concentrate on them in the next section. More significant are Marx and Engel’s views on

Method, which underlie much subsequent wor k. The errors of Lenin, for example, cannot

always be conveniently explained away as a depar ture from the Method of Marx. We

don’t want to get Marx off the hook. Before calling ourselves “Marxists” we need to wor k

1 Economic Foundations of Capitalist Decadence. CWO London 1985. p. 15.

http://wildcat.international/imperialism-discussion.html
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out how much of Marx and Engels’ method or methods we should adopt. In The German

Ideology (1846) Marx polemicised against his Hegelian classmates and outlined the ma-

ter ialist conception of history. “The premises from which we begin are not arbitrar y ones,

not dogmas, but real premises from which abstraction can only be made in the imagina-

tion. They are the real individuals, their activity and the material conditions under which

they live, both those which they find already existing and those produced by their activity.

These premises can thus be ver ified in a purely empirical way”.2

But Marx’s ideas are often ver y difficult if not impossible to ver ify in this way. Take

the following extracts from the Preface to A Critique of Political Economy. “At a certain

stage of their development, the material productive forces of society come into conflict

with the existing relations of production, or – what is but a legal expression for the same

thing – with the property relations within which they have been at wor k hither to. From

forms of the development of the productive forces these relations turn into their fetters. ...

new, higher relations of production never appear before the material conditions of their

existence have matured in the womb of the old society itself. Therefore mankind always

sets itself only such tasks as it can solve”.3 See also Engels, The Dialectics of Nature.

In 1846, Marx seemed to be breaking with Hegelian ideology. But throughout the

rest of his wor k, the ghost of dialectics seemed to keep whispering in his ear. It is unfor-

tunate that Marx died before the philosophical routing of Hegel which took place in Eng-

land at the beginning of the 20th Century. The above passage from the Preface shows

well the elegant seductiveness of dialectical thought. We should be as war y of it as we

are of modern physicists who claim their theories must be true because they are elegant.

Look where dialectical reasoning led Marx. The statement that mankind only sets itself

such problems as it can solve is patently false. The problem of travelling to distant galax-

ies in a short time has been set, but cannot be solved. And there is no empirical evi-

dence for the view that history proceeds according to a pattern of for ms and fetters. “Re-

lations” and “forces” of production are arbitrar y abstract categories. As we see in the

subsequent section, dialectical thought helped lead Marx’s disciples astray.

... And Their Followers.

The more radical elements within the Second International had good organisational and

political reasons to see themselves as the successors of Marx and Engels. Around the

tur n of the century, var ious debates took place among these radical social democrats

about imperialism and nationalism. The most famous of these is Lenin. This is a pity.

Lenin argued that imperialism was in part a conscious strategy to buy off the wor king

classes in the Imperialist countries. His evidence is one quote from Cecil Rhodes.4 From

Rhodes’s opinion that imperialism would help avoid revolution in Britain, Lenin derived his

theor y of the Labour Aristocracy, which shows his moralism at its crudest. But he also

quotes Engels to the effect that the wor kers of England “merrily share the feast” of Eng-

land’s colonies. He condemns the “economic parasitism” by means of which the English

ruling class “bribe the lower classes into acquiescence”. What infantile, petit-bourgeois

rubbish! The ruling class in all countries pay wor kers as much as they think they have to,

calculated from (a) the need for wor kers to stay alive and, to a greater or lesser extent,

healthy, (b) the shortage or otherwise of wor kers capable of doing the job, and (c) the

class struggle. Where does a wage rise gained by str uggle end and a bribe begin? How

can British wor kers deduce what proportion of their wage packets are the proceeds of the

exploitation of the colonies, and should they hand that proportion back to their employers,

2 Selected Writings. Kar l Marx. ed. D. McLellan, OUP 1977. p. 160.
3 Selected Writings. Kar l Marx. ed. D. McLellan, OUP 1977. pp. 389-390
4 Imper ialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism. V.I. Lenin. Peking 1973. p. 93.
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declar ing their refusal to be bribed? In reality, if you accept the idea of dividing the wor k-

ing class up into more or less exploited sections, it is not necessarily true that “As far as

capital invested in the colonies, etc. is concerned, however, the reason why this can yield

higher rates of profit is that the profit rate is generally higher there on account of the lower

degree of development, and so too is the exploitation of labour, through the use of slaves

and coolies, etc.”.5

In reality, wor kers in the “advanced” countries often produce more profit as a propor-

tion of their wages than those in “backward” countries. Lenin bases his views on off-hand

remar ks by Marx and Engels and ignores the better wor ked-out passages which can be

used to develop an analysis of the wor ld economy without the concept of imperialism

(see for example6). We need waste no more time on Lenin.

Bukhar in is more difficult. Though he supports Lenin’s theor y of the Labour Aristoc-

racy, he does have a deeper understanding of the more serious aspects of Marx’s ideas.

In fact he has a dialectical approach, claiming to see a contradiction between nation

states and international capitalism.7

Capitalism has created the wor ld economy, the basis of communism, but “national

economies” and “state capitalist trusts” contradict this, leading to imperialism and war.

Imper ialism was written in 1915, and his desire to show that imperialism is inevitable is

obviously the result of the war, and his rejection of the possibility of a refor mist solution to

it. The reason he has to show a dialectical contradiction between nations and the wor ld

economy is in order to reject the theory of ultra-imper ialism, which held that capitalism

could gradually evolve into One Big Company, abolishing war. But his rejection is clumsy.

“The development of wor ld capitalism leads, on the one hand, to an internationalisation of

economic life, and, on the other, to the levelling of economic differences, – and, to an in-

finitely greater degree, the same process of economic development intensifies the ten-

dency to”nationalise” capitalist interests, to for m narrow “national” groups armed to the

teeth and ready to hurl themselves at one another at any moment”.8 This is because, he

says, state capitalism is the capitalism of existing, national states. Though the economy

is increasingly international, “Acquisition, however, assumes the character of ‘national’

(state) acquisition where the beneficiaries are huge state companies of the bourgeoisie of

finance capital”.9 Consider ing how central it is to his theory, he is obliged to explain what

he means by “national”, which he puts in inverted commas throughout the book. The rea-

son he does so is clear from the footnote on p. 80 which is the only place he attempts to

explain his crucial concept. “When we speak of ‘national’ capital, ‘national’ economy, we

have in mind here as elsewhere, not the element of nationality in the strict sense of the

word, but the territor ial state conception of economic life.” What is also clear is that he has

only the haziest notion of what national capitals are. This undermines his theory rather

ser iously. Bukhar in assumes that capital is divided into particular “narrow ‘national’

groups” when this is what he has to prove in order to refute ultra-imper ialism. He under-

estimates capitalism’s flexibility, its knack of continually revolutionising the productive

forces. Is there any reason why single capitalist firms should be tied to one state? Is it

impossible for capital to dissolve par ticular national states and replace them with larger

entities, such as the European Community? Is there any limit to the size of such entities?

Bukhar in answers yes, but doesn’t explain why.

5 Capital, Volume 3. Kar l Marx. Penguin Books 1981. p. 345.
6 Development and Underdevelopment. G. Kay. MacMillan 1975.
7 Imper ialism and Wor ld Economy. N. Bukhar in. Mer lin, London 1976.
8 Imper ialism and Wor ld Economy. N. Bukhar in. Mer lin, London 1976. pp. 106-107.
9 Imper ialism and Wor ld Economy. N. Bukhar in. Mer lin, London 1976. p. 106.
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Luxemburg’s most important contribution to the debate on imperialism was her oppo-

sition to the idea that imperialism could be opposed by suppor ting national liberation

movements. On the contrar y, she argued, imperialism tends to make national liberation

reactionar y and impossible. Her empirical observations of the effects of Polish national

liberation movements on the class struggle in the Russian Empire expose a chink in

Marx’s armour. In “Foreword to the Anthology” (1905) she argues against support for

these movements.10 She fear lessly attacked Marx for supporting Polish nationalism until

his death, and accuses him of mechanically applying his own theory! If Marx can’t use his

own method correctly, what chance have we? She shows he was wrong by looking at the

facts of Poland’s integration into the Russian Empire, tending to unite the wor king class of

Russia and Poland, and of how Polish nationalism acted against that unity during the rev-

olution of 1905. Luxemburg rejects “eternal truths” like suppor t for national liberation in

fa vour of an empirical, case-by-case approach, and claims this is the Marxist method. So

far from deducing that national liberation has always been anti-proletarian, she claims

that there was a case for supporting certain liberation movements in the 19th century.

Luxemburg’s arguments were seriously debated at the time, and many social democrats,

including a significant section of the Bolsheviks, suppor ted her views against Lenin’s

“r ight of nations to self-determination”. Eventually Lenin’s views won the day, and the

Communist International supported national liberation movements and thus the massacre

of the proletariat in China, Germany, etc. etc.. The most obvious reason for Lenin’s suc-

cess was the power of the Soviet Union. Another reason for the weakness of opposition

to Lenin’s petit-bourgeois liberal position was the inability of his opponents to break from

liberal democratic aspects of the Marxist tradition. Marxists, Marx and Engels included,

have tended to argue that the bourgeoisie “betray” the ideals of their own revolution. At

the other end of the scale, we are familiar with the beliefs of certain ex-members of Wild-

cat that the bourgeoisie aren’t really democratic. Many of the weaknesses of Luxem-

burg’s positions derive from this type of error. She defends the proletariat as the true de-

fender of democracy against Absolutism, and even as the bearer of Wester n Civilisation

against Czarist barbarism. We know where this position led, but we sometimes like to

forget who invented it. The bourgeoisie did not betray the revolutions of the 19th century.

It simply defended its class interests against the proletariat, and used it as cannon fodder

against inconvenient historical entities. An examination of Marx and Engels’s own ac-

counts of the bourgeois movements of the 19th century shows they were wrong to sup-

por t them. This is not an “eternal truth”, but it’s at least 200 years old. Democracy leads

Luxemburg to make major concessions to the idea of national self-determination, arguing

that the wor king class constitutes the “majority” of the nation. Rather than simply show-

ing nationalism is the enemy of the wor king class, per iod, she claims the bourgeoisie dis-

tor ts or makes meaningless the idea of nationalism. This leads to the weakest but most

famous of her arguments against Lenin – national liberation is impossible because of the

domination of the planet by imper ialism.11 We reject nationalism as anti-wor king class not

because the bourgeoisie betrays it, not because it’s impossible, but because it ties the

proletar iat to its class enemy and divides it amongst itself. Luxemburg does not start

from an internationalist position, but from a longing for “the harmony of interests of all na-

tionalities” as “the national policy of the proletariat”.12 She assumes that nations are real.

However, she could claim Marx as a progenitor even whilst arguing with some of his con-

clusions. The idea of progress, the idea the proletariat should support the revolutionar y

bourgeois smashing of old feudal fetters, and its democratic corollary, were defended by

10 The National Question. R. Luxemburg. Monthly Review Press 1977. p. 95.
11 “The National Question and Autonomy,” in The National Question. R. Luxemburg. Monthly Review Press

1977. pp. 130-131.
12 The National Question. R. Luxemburg. Monthly Review Press 1977. p. 168.
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Marx better than anyone. We must rescue these ideas from the gnawing criticism of the

mice and give them to the cat.

What Is Imperialism?

In this section, I briefly go through some of the most important definitions of imperialism

to see whether any of them are any use to our analysis of the modern capitalist wor ld.

Imperialism = Empires

This nominalist understanding of imperialism is clearly useless, since it makes nations

with clearly defined Empires like the USSR more imperialist than those with few for mally-

defined colonies like the USA. It would make Por tugal imper ialist until 1974 but not

Spain. Obviously, if we accept the bourgeois picture of the wor ld divided into nations, we

can easily see that some nations dominate others by means other that crude military

colonialism.

Nations tend to dominate others

Again assuming the reality of nation states (though unlike Bukhar in, I examine this as-

sumption in depth in subsequent sections), even making this assumption, this definition is

no use either. Almost every countr y is more powerful than others, and tries to dominate

them. Russia tends to dominate Vietnam, which tends to dominate Kampuchea. India,

apparently ignorant of Marx’s advice that a nation which rules another can never itself be

free, leans ver y heavily on Bhutan, Sikkim, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and the Mal-

dives, and would do so on Pakistan were not the latter dominated by the USA. Even the

smallest countries harbour imperialist designs on their neighbours, e.g. Albania wouldn’t

mind Kosovo, currently in Yugoslavia. “Nations tend to dominate others” leads to the view

that nearly all countries are imperialist, and is therefore no good.

International Capitalism in the Epoch of Decadence

Defining imperialism as international capitalism also lacks utility. When the left commu-

nist paper Teachers Voice called for “Imperialism Out of the Gulf”, it didn’t mean Interna-

tional Capitalism out of the Gulf. It meant a specific policy of a specific section of wor ld

capital, or to put it another way “Yankee Go Home”. Imper ialism is only useful as a defini-

tion if it means a specific type of capitalism. If this is wor th fighting more than humdrum

ordinar y capitalism (i.e. more than just waging a permanent and total war against) then

we will have found a useful definition. The only possibility for defining imperialism as in-

ter national capitalism is to use it as a synonym for capitalist decadence. This theory de-

pends on Marx’s teleological view of histor y as a succession of stages, of modes of pro-

duction each giving birth to its successor, each having a given historical “task”. We can

either accept or reject the idea of refutation as a criter ion of meaning – the idea that a

statement is meaningful if you can say how to prove or disprove it. If we reject it, on what

grounds could we accept or reject Marx’s teleology? Why not, for example, accept the

Roman paradigm of history instead? The Ancient Romans were quite convinced that his-

tor y was a ser ies of increasingly degenerate stages. But if we accept refutation, how

could we refute or ver ify Marx’s vision of history? It’s difficult to reconcile decadence with

the materialist conception as defined in The German Ideology (see section 1). The most

coherent argument for decadence derives from the view that capitalism created the wor ld

economy and thus completed its historic task. But this is difficult to measure. Capitalism

is still increasing its domination of the wor ld. Pannekoek used the theory of decadence to

excuse his participation in Par liamentary Social Democracy up till 1914. This illustrates

one of the major problems with decadence – if you get the date of capitalist decadence
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slightly too late, you could end up supporting one faction of the bourgeoisie against an-

other. Decadence was of little use to Pannekoek and the German and Dutch Left in any

case – they suppor ted national struggles until after wor ld war two. How to tell if your

mode of production is Decadent. Easy – just look at the relations of production. Are they

forms for the development of the forces of production, or fetters on that development? If

the latter, your mode of production is decadent. It’s as easy as that! Capitalism develops

the proletariat, among other things. It might be argued that its wor th suppor ting at certain

stages for this reason. But a proletariat capable of supporting capitalism in order to fur-

ther develop the proletariat would be conscious enough to overthrow capitalism and abol-

ish itself. Capitalism develops the productive forces anyway, without conscious proletar-

ian support. Old dynasties did not need to be overthrown by the bourgeoisie in order to

develop the productive forces – they just became bourgeois themselves. Japan is a shin-

ing example. There may have been a time when it was in the proletariat’s interest to sup-

por t the bourgeoisie. This is a subject for empirical research. It was certainly before the

French Revolution of 1789. No bourgeois struggles since have been wor th suppor ting.

Marx’s dialectical mumbo-jumbo was a cover-up for Victorian Progress ideology. The the-

or y of decadence is an attempt to incorporate Marx’s mistakes into the communist plat-

form. We don’t want them in ours.

The Ideology of Imperialism

At the end of the last century, some of the rulers of some of the most powerful capitalist

states consciously decided to try to tie their wor king classes to the class enemy by

means of the ideology of imperialism. The conquest of Africa and Asia by the mother

countr y was supposed to turn the proles into more acquiescent subjects, par ticularly if

they felt they had material interests in colonialism. This ideology has been effective.

Br itish and French wor kers, for example, have been fair ly saturated in the ideas of imperi-

alism for a century or so, and this has helped the bourgeoisie get them to die by the mil-

lion for “their” respective nation states, and suppress the possibility of revolution. The

Falklands war was a sobering reminder of how easy it is for the bourgeoisie to whip up

patr iotism among the masses of the imperialist heartlands. But pernicious and effective

though it may be, it has been no more so than any other for m of nationalism. For exam-

ple, anti-imper ialism, the belief of wor kers in the struggle of oppressed nations, greatly

helped the Vietnamese bourgeoisie invade Kampuchea after the Vietnam war. Whereas

the American wor king class, according to the Leninist mythology dupes of Imperialist ide-

ology, have still not accepted the idea of fighting another war after their resistance helped

end the one in Vietnam. Imper ialist ideology is no worse than any other nationalist ideol-

ogy. A clear illustration of the irrelevance of the distinction between imperialism, anti-im-

per ialism, and nationalism, is the case of Germany.

As Socialist Wor kers Par ty hack Chr is Har man admits in his history of the German

Revolution, the Comintern suppor ted Nazis as a national liberation, anti-imperialist strug-

gle in the oppressed nation of Germany in the 20’s. It was occupied and oppressed by

French and British imperialism. Cominternists and National Socialists fought imperialism

side by side. Within a decade, this anti-imperialism had become German imperialism.

Thus the ideology of imperialism is useless to us, if not to the bourgeoisie. In a published

text or platfor m, this section would be expanded to discuss the legacy of anti-imperialism,

showing how it has been used by the international bourgeoisie to suppress the class

str uggle in countries from Argentina to Algeria, Zimbabwe and Zaire. How ever this is

hardly necessary in a meeting of communists. I would briefly mention here that I would

also go on to say anti-imper ialism is fraying at the edges, mainly because you can’t eat

national liberation. The first example I know where a conscious rejection of a particular

nationalist ideology has taken place is recently in Algeria. Rioters explicitly identified with
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the intifada of Palestinian proletarians against the Zionist state. This is not far from see-

ing the Arab nationalist bourgeoisie and the Zionists as the same enemy. No wonder

Arafat has been buzzing around the capitals of the Middle East recently.

Hilferding’s Definition of Imperialism

“The policy of finance capital pursues a threefold aim: first, the creation of the largest pos-

sible economic territor y which, secondly, must be protected against foreign competition

by tar iff walls, and thus, thirdly, must become an area of exploitation for the national mo-

nopoly companies”.13 Hilferding’s definition, on which most of his successors depended,

depends on the concept of nation states. Rather than seeing capital moving around the

world in search of profits, he defines imperialism in terms of national monopolies expor t-

ing capital and commodities. Nations are more basic than capital. But imperialism was

not always carr ied out by nations: “India” and the colony which became Indonesia were

founded by companies. But I am jumping ahead of the argument. As we saw with

Bukhar in, nations are hard to define. He hurr iedly offers “the territor ial state conception

of economic life”.14 Does he mean that nations are whatever the bourgeoisie think they

are, and they make wars on the basis of their “conceptions”? Nation states start wars,

and Hilferding’s definition can only be understood as the policy of states, par ticular coali-

tions of capitalist groups with sovereignty (the monopoly of armed force) over a par ticular

acreage of the earth’s surface. I am not going to deny that these coalitions exist. But I

am going to address the question of how fundamental these particular for mations are, as

opposed to others. Is the bourgeoisie split into national sections above all others? Un-

less they are, the above definition of imperialism, though by far the best, is as non-func-

tional as all the others.

The Internationalist Approach

There is a widespread assumption among Marxists that capitalist organisation is based

on the nation state. The feudal wor ld had no conception of nations because it was ruled

by a global religious hierarchy which had no intrinsic territor ial limitations. The ruling

classes of the ancien regimes had no nationality – neither the Pope, nor the Bourbons,

nor the Hapsburgs. These interrelated divinely appointed rulers did not belong to particu-

lar bits of the wor ld. England has not had English monarchs since the 11th century.

The emergence of nations is explained by B. Anderson in Imagined Communities as

the result of three main factors.15 One is the collapse of religion. According to Anderson,

the existential angst caused by the decline of religion partly explains the rise of national-

ism as a substitute community. The destruction of communities in general by capitalism

par tly explains nationalism. Capital replaces var ious kinds of community with its own in-

vention, the national community. Another major factor is the print industry. The Latin

mar ket became saturated, and it was economical for printers to create fair ly large reading

groups based on fusing numerous dialects together into languages: English, German,

French. Luther’s translations of the early 16th century did more to create the “German

nation” than all the politicians who succeeded him put together. But the most interesting

factor noted by Anderson is the conscious creation of nationalisms by the ruling class.

Pre-national dynasts deliberately promoted nationalism. Anderson gives plenty of empiri-

cal examples to support his argument – the Romanovs, the Hapsburgs, Chulalongkor n –

all promoted “official nationalism” to preserve their power over labour and other classes.

Nineteenth century nationalisms became models. Since 1918, these models have been

13 Hilferding, Finance Capital, cited in N. Bukhar in, Imper ialism and Wor ld Economy, p. 107.
14 Imper ialism and Wor ld Economy. N. Bukhar in. Mer lin, London 1976. p. 80.
15 Imagined Communities. B. Anderson. Verso London 1983.
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adapted by bourgeois students from around the wor ld at European Universities, and

taken “home” to create nations. This has led to the creation of some rather arbitrar y na-

tions. Anderson points out that Indonesia “does not remotely correspond to any precolo-

nial domain”, and goes on to describe its enormous var iety of peoples, cultures, lan-

guages and religions, how the people at one end have far more in common with their

neighbours across the national frontier than with their fellow “Indonesians”, and how its

shape is determined by the last Dutch conquests.16

The bourgeoisie is a global class. Nations did not emerge before capitalism. There

were bourgeois before capitalism in every par t of the wor ld. Consciously or not (and

there are numerous examples of conscious conspiracy), capitalism created nations. This

suggests, though does not prove , that they are not essential to capitalism. Some nations

are less arbitrar y than others. The shape of Chile, for example, is the result of communi-

cation lines in the var ious provinces of the Spanish Empire. But the current nations of

Latin America emerged after several attempts to create larger ones. Uniquely among the

authors mentioned in this article, Anderson asks the right question: What are nations, and

where do they come from? Bukhar in, following Marx and Hilferding, assumes their reality,

thus the “wor ld division of labour” between them, and is thus able to invent the myth of

imper ialism. Partly a spontaneous false community caused by the decline of other com-

munities (though unlike religion, “Bash the Argies” does not express the heart of a hear t-

less wor ld), par tly the result of the linguistic centralisations brought about by the emer-

gence of the mass production of ver nacular (non-Latin) books in the 16th and 17th cen-

tur ies, and partly as the result of conscious decisions by a) the old non-national dynas-

ties, and b) the modern inter national bourgeois intelligentsia, “Nationalism is not the

aw akening of nations to self-consciousness: it invents nations where they do not exist”.17

Anderson starts by showing that nations are imagined communities (we tend to think we

have something in common with our fellow-nationals, most of whom we will never meet),

and then tries to wor k out how they were created and by whom. The consequences can

be summarised thus: The Bosses Have no Countr y. If nations are imaginary, and the

bosses have no countr y, does it follow that the national divisions of the wor ld and their

disputes, including massive wars and the nuclear stockpile, are all the result of a massive

conspiracy? Do the international capitalist class stage wars in order to attack the class

str uggle, dev alue capital, and all the time know they are united against us? Do they ap-

proach wor ld wars in the same way as a game of cricket? The question is not – do the

bourgeoisie think they are divided into nations? But to some extent, we would expect

their consciousness to bear some relation to the reality if nations really are fictions.

There are examples of international conspiracies which reveal inter-bourgeois faction

fights which are not national fights. There is the House of Windsor-Hitler collaboration

pr ior to Wor ld War Two. There was in all likelihood some collaboration between the var i-

ous “bourgeoisies” during the war. Surely Hess did not fly to Britain off his own bat? On

the other hand, the Allies hung some of the top Nazis after the war, though this is excep-

tional. Our approach does not depend on the bourgeoisie’s consciousness of its own in-

ter national interests. Some are more conscious than others. George V and Jacques De-

lors are more internationalist than Galtieri. Whether or not Galtieri knew he was acting in

the interests of British and international capital by attacking the Falkland Islands, this is

the reality. The best examples of Machiavellian nationalism are in Russia. The Ro-

manovs decided they were Russian nationalists out of conscious choice. Stalin intro-

duced Russian nationalism back into the Soviet Union in order to attack the class struggle

and win the war. Stalin was an internationalist who consciously promoted nationalism be-

cause it was in the interests of capitalism. Why should we think most of the wor ld

16 Imagined Communities, p. 110.
17 Gellner, Thought and Change, cited in B. Anderson, Imagined Communities, p. 15.
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bourgeoisie are any less Machiavellian?

But whatever their origins, nations have a cer tain solidity. State capitalist trusts do

exist. There is a faction of the international bourgeoisie coalesced around the Brush

state. This “trust” is more solid than a company like IBM. IBM managers can leave and

form new companies or join them. Thatcher can hardly become Prime Minister of an-

other country. But alongside this solidity, there is considerable flexibility. The EC is

emerging slowly but surely as a new capitalist entity, more powerful than any of its com-

ponent nations. When Anderson asks rhetorically “would anyone die willingly for Come-

con or the EEC?” he implies that only the nation can inspire the self-sacrificing stupidity

that capitalism demands. But people died for the Soviet Union before it officially turned it-

self into a nation, and some probably died in Afghanistan for Comecon, under the name

“socialist frater nity of nations.” We should not be complacent about the emergence of EC-

ism. If people can die for the rights of the Falkland Islanders to remain British, they’ll

sw allow anything. The bourgeoisie are organised into all kinds of supra-national entities.

The Guardian recently had nightmares trying to wor k out what “nation” ConsGold be-

longed to – Britain or South Africa? (See diagram on following page). Like other capital-

ist entities, nations have a cer tain reality. But inter-bourgeois faction fights can be more

impor tant than nations, and the bourgeoisie’s common interest against our struggle is al-

ways more so.

Consequences

Capitalism is not a contradiction between a socialised international economy and national

forms which contradict it. It can abolish this contradiction. Our aim is not to free the pro-

ductive forces from their fetters, but to destroy them and build communism. For this rea-

son, we should reject the theory of decadence and significant aspects of Marx’s method

which underlie it, though leaving open the question of whether there was ever the possi-

bility of a joint struggle between capitalists and wor kers prior to the French Revolution,

until further empirical evidence emerges. Imper ialism is a non-issue. National states ex-

ist, and have a cer tain impor tance among coalitions of bourgeois interest groups against

each other and against the proletariat, but nations did not predate capitalism, are not es-

sential to it, and were created, and can be abolished by, capital. Other entities may be

more important capitalist coalitions in the future. Machiavellianism is an important feature

of the way the bourgeoisie operates. Having thrown var ious bogies into the waste dis-

posal unit of history nations, progress, decadence and imperialism, we are left with only

one fundamental contradiction the invariant class antagonisms between international

labour and international capital. This must remain our reference point in our analysis of

the changing wor ld around us.

RB.

London, 25 11 88.
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